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Background

• The AESO’s Resource Adequacy Model (“RAM”) calculates expected 
unserved energy (“EUE”) for an assumed capacity resource mix, 
measured in Maximum Capability (“MC”) 

– Based on known capacity resources at time of RAM update

– RAM update expected to be once per year

– May include hypothetical new units to determine capacity needed to 
meet reliability

• To determine appropriate procurement volumes, the MC output from the 
RAM must be adjusted to UCAP based on two key principles:

1. The demand and supply curves need to be measured in the same units 
to ensure that the capacity the AESO is procuring aligns with what 
market participants are offering (i.e., UCAP)

2. The AESO is indifferent to the underlying technology of the UCAP it 
procures. A MW of UCAP should deliver the same amount of reliability 
regardless of its origins (e.g., one MW UCAP from wind equals one 
MW UCAP from simple cycle).

• Therefore the AESO needs to express the RAM output in UCAP



Proposed Methodology

• To translate the RAM capacity output (measured in MC) to procurement 
volume (measured in UCAP), UCAP performance factors (“PF”) will be 
applied to the assumed capacity resource mix in the RAM

– PFs are either availability factors or capacity factors

• This proposal will align with UCAP calculations

– PFs will be based on the most recent UCAP calculations available

• Approved final UCAPs (best), preliminary UCAP (second best), previous 
auction UCAP (third best), preliminary pre-auction estimates (fourth best)

– For expected new assets, a technology class average is applied

• Once PFs are applied to the MC levels simulated in the RAM, the fleet-
wide UCAP is calculated (for the given level of EUE)

• The AESO is proposing that this calculation is done on MC weighted 
technology class average to ensure that resulting UCAP represents the 
reliability level of interest in the original MC measure from the RAM

– That is, by scaling all resources at the MC level of interest, the inherent 
level of EUE is still preserved in the UCAP representation of the asset 
mix
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Self-Supply Consideration

• The procurement volume needs to be net of self-supply volumes

– To ensure that self-supplied volumes are removed from the 
procurement volume, the AESO must only calculate UCAP on the net 
capacity contribution from a site that is designated as self supply

– If a site chooses to not self-supply, UCAP must be calculated on 
gross capacity contribution and all on-site load must have capacity 
procured on its behalf

• When UCAP is calculated on the net capacity contribution from a 
site, self-supply volumes are implicitly removed from the 
procurement volume

– The idiosyncratic details of the load and generation are accounted for 
by using a PF on net capacity contribution as opposed to gross

– This is the case because it is mathematically equivalent to calculate 
gross UCAP on the capacity resource profile and to calculate UCAP 
on the net output plus its volume of self-supply

• “Net” UCAP + Volume of Self-Supply = “Gross” UCAP
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Example of RAM Output to Procurement 

Volume Translation  accounting

• To demonstrate that applying PFs to each self-supply designated asset properly shifts the 

demand curve, and removes the proper resources from the supply curve, consider the 

example operation:

• Those sites that choose to self supply will have their load removed from the demand curve, as indicated 

by the volume of self supply column.  They will also have the same volume removed from their supply 

offer as indicated by the Net UCAP column

• By applying a performance factor that is on the net-contribution, the load portion is accounted for and 

removed from the market. In the example If site A is given 25 MW of UCAP, it implies that remaining 

gross UCAP of 50 MW is covering the 50 MW of self-supplied volume. This 50 MW of self-supplied 

volume is then removed from the demand curve as shown above
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Demand Supply PF
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PF

Y A 50 0 50 A 100 75 25 75% 25%

N B 100 100 0 B 500 400 400 80% 80%

N C 200 200 0 C 400 300 300 75% 75%

Y D 400 300 100 D 300 100 0 33% 0%

N E 100 100 0



Ineligible Resources

• To ensure that the AESO is procuring the prudent amount of 

capacity:

– Resources studied in the RAM that contribute to reliability and 

are not eligible to participate in the capacity market (e.g. REP 

projects)  will be given a performance factor of 0%

• This is equivalent to reducing the procurement by the applicable UCAP  

of the ineligible assets

– This ensures that the AESO does not buy the capacity 

contribution from these assets twice
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Example RAM Output to Procurement Volume –

DRAFT Numbers below are for illustrative 

purposes only

Capacity Group –

Assumed in RAM

Maximum 

Capability in 

RAM (MW)

PF – From 

UCAP 

Calculation

Procurement 

Volume (MW)

Self-Supplied 

Volumes (MW)

Other 434 26% 112 158

Wind 1,445 12% 167 0

SC 916 76% 693 28

Cogen 4,936 25% 1,238 1,386

Hydro 894 79% 706 0

Coal 5,430 78% 4,232 0

CC 1,746 66% 1,148 147

Solar 15 50% 8 0

Ineligible Capacity* 1,596 0% 0 192**

Generic Build 190 76% 144 0

Total 17,602*** 47% 8,302**** 1,910
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*In this example, the Ineligible capacity consists of expected REP

** This volume represents the UCAP that the ineligible resources supply. In this case, 1,596 multiplied by the wind performance 

factor

*** this total does not contain the intertie MC. This is because intertie UCAP is still being determined. In principle, just like any other 

asset, the AESO will apply its performance factor time ATC assumed in the RAM

**** This Procurement volume is not intended to be compared to peak forecast AIL



Identified Risks

• RAM will have an assumed set of capacity assets

– Actual assets and their PFs won’t be known until 
UCAP/delisting/self-supply dispute resolution is complete

– The earlier RAM is complete, the greater the chance of 
misalignment of RAM assumptions and final UCAP

• Assumption: UCAP calculations reflect consistent reliability 
between asset types

– The greater the consistency between what was fleets modeled 
in RAM and the fleets cleared in the market, the lower the 
impact of this risk

• If UCAPs are conservative, target procurement volumes 
could be low 

– Market participants could reduce available supply compared to 
RAM assumptions
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Questions?


